Drinking problem ferments

Administration appoints Tipsy leader

by Savery Killer
and Brave Money

Last week the Lake Forest administration appointed as head minister of the Tipsy Affairs Task Force the Drinkingberry, formerly the chief taster for Distilleries Unlimited, Inc.

"It is about time that Lake Forest administration, faculty (hic!) and students (hic) finally exorcize the inexcusable abuse of alcohol at the university," Drinkingberry said. "Furthermore, it is about time that something be done in order to do something about this serious problem."

Drunkeningberry plans to implement plans to deal with the horrifying levels of intoxication through a program which he calls "Operation Inebriation." Drunkeningberry has confidence that this method will produce quite a remarkable effect upon students.

University Captain Ted Faizman and Director of College Morality Micky Beard have both volunteered to participate actively in this program, they said in unison.

A study recently completed by graduate student Aimley Piddle examines patterns of behavor exhibited by students.

The study defined drinking patterns as follows (this, of course, for scientific credibility):

- abstinence, featherweight, weightless and weighty.
- ababstinence — those who only drink when no one else is watching (this technique incorporates a keen eye and a quick wrist!)
- featherweight — those who consume less alcohol than their mean body weight in a given month (for a 150 pounder this means 60 ounces or less per day)
- wighty — those who own a separate refrigerator for the sole purpose of keeping hard work ready
- heavyweight — those individuals who place orders for alcohol at an oil company to employ a tanker truck for delivery

L.M. Bibe, the high priest of the Society of Inebriation Prevention, stated, that he finds the findings of the study "shocking, astounding, bewildering, but-most of all confusing." He believes strongly that right actions in a positive direction is of imminent necessity to correct this problem.

Elements of behavior of particular interest to hangover statistics. These statistics not only involve the number of students hung over but also what objects students are found hung over. Among those percentages discovered so far are: 25 percent of students over fallings, 37 percent over dates and a whopping 38 percent over steering wheels.

Lake Forest honors roots

Cheers for 150,000 new! On Sunday, April 15, Lake Forest will celebrate her birthday with a special sesquicentennial trek to her origins in a galaxy far, far away. Captain Spock will be making a landing on campus to take a limited number of students, faculty, administration, alumni, Pit-employees, top-college Wachovia (Walk all over you) "friends," garbage collectors and Reynolds Postmasters to another realm—that of the fortress of dear old Lake Forest.

Trek tickets are limited and reservations can't be made until after the trek has taken place. It will be quite necessary to be on another planet in order to view the gigantic birthday cake which will be stretched from Boscawen dormitory to Winston Hall upwards to Wilt Chapel with an extension of crumbs to the Safo room to be scarfed down by famished students.

An ancient Pit recipe, consisting of cardboard, sugar and water, will be the basic ingredients for the cake, which promises to feed exactly 150,000 people and no more, in honor of that sacred number of years.

Even more surprises are in store—for the ghost of Lake Forest past will jump right smack out of the middle of the cake, haunting students with visions of the past—back when intervisitation laws were strictly adhered to. The ghost of Lake Forest future has been forbidden to reveal (the horror!) a glimpse of a campus which allows students to determine their own visitation hours.

After the cake has been devoured, the pep band and Lake Forest cheerleaders will march around the quad exactly 150,000 times at a pace of 150,000 mph with a decibel threshold of 150,000 vibrations. Planets which are visited by the Quad will include (up to eight of 150,000 feet) a downpour of gold and black jelly beans. Students are asked to bring their gold and black umbrellas to protect themselves as the flying beans could be detrimental to one's health.

One hundred and fifty thousand rolls of Deace-brand toilet paper have been donated to the school by a student's philanthropic parent who wishes to put a "spice" on Charrn and Co. After rolling the Quad, a lake-crumble will be served on Jupiter—meal cards accepted, after which the sesquicentennial King and Queen will be crowned.

Tours of the old campus are available for those who choose to be quite the vigorous exercise. The tours will begin and continue for another 150,000 years into the black hole where time is vacuum. Following the tours, a free campus skate will take place for all Lake Forest fossils dating back to the class of 1940 and before. The Quad will be well padded so that no one should get fall. Female fossils may also choose to participate in a celebrated mud sliding and mud wrestling contest in the middle of the Quad.

Winners will be awarded with sesquicentennial King & Queen crowns. Their custom will be to hiss and jeer at any student who is seen in the Quad during the week following the tours.

Kermie' liberalizes lily pads

by L. M. Liberal

President Kermit Tern, Jr. announced yesterday he is abolishing the new university visitation policy. Beginning next fall all the lily pads on the Quad and the women's lily pads on the south side of campus will be converted to coeducational pads. The term "intervisitation" will be a word of the past. The new coed pad will house male and female students in any form of living arrangement they prefer. Some streams may prefer to remain segregated. Others, however, will choose coed pads. Many couples will welcome this trial run of cohabitation as a prerequisite to potential marital plans. Thus, Tern is requiring the entire student body to attend Planned Parenthood meetings.

Tern said this new policy will eliminate the visitation rules because intervisitation will no longer be necessary. Nudes and females can reside on their own lily pads together, without ever having to bother with ID's, signing in and RA checks.

This will cut down on student trials before the Student Judicial Board thus abolishing its role altogether.

"I think it is time that this campus emerges into the 20th century," Tern said. "The Victorian policies on visitation are a thing of the past."

Student Government President Brent Could reflected on the hard work he and past SG officers and legislators put into getting the past visitation policy accepted. "I felt cheated of a lot of time and hard work," Could said. "But I am looking forward to my new living arrangement."

Former SG president Joanne A'Tryn agreed with Could. "I spent all year working on that old policy," she said. "I just regret that I am a senior and won't be able to take advantage of the new situation."

Tern said that coed lily pads will be ready next fall. Some of the Quad lily pads are being refurbished this summer. Others will be scheduled for the following summer.

The campus linen service will begin providing satin sheets in the pads. Also The Deacon Shop announced a new contract with Frederick's of Hollywood.

Vending machines offering various contraceptives will be installed on each lily pad. This requirement works in conjunction with Planned Parenthood.

The alternative housing selection process will begin next week. Contact your head resident or call the housing office for additional information.
Hit songs to describe
Lake Forest men (men?)

1. "I'm A Lover" - The Beatles
2. "I Can't Get No Satisfaction" - The Rolling Stones
3. "Dandy" - Herman's Hermits
4. "Love Me Do" - The Beatles
5. "Fool on the Hill" - The Beatles
6. "The Stranger" - Billy Joel
7. "You Can't Always Get What You Want" - The Rolling Stones
8. "Don't Stand So Close to Me" - The Police
10. "Less Than Zero" - Elvis Costello
11. "Tell Her About It" - Billy Joel
12. "Heart of Stone" - The Rolling Stones
13. "Nowhere Man" - The Beatles
14. "A Must To Avoid" - Herman's Hermits
15. "Is That Love" - Squeeze

Hit songs to describe
Lake Forest women (women?)

1. "Hound Dog" - Elvis Presley
2. "Puppy Love" - Donny Osmond
3. "Toys in the Attic" - Aerosmith
4. "Young Girl Get Out of My Life" - Del Shannon
5. "Take the Last Train to Clarksville" - The Monkees
6. "Godzilla" - Blue Oyster Cult
7. "Beat It" - Michael Jackson
8. "Whit It" - Devo
9. "Can't Stand It for Another Day" - The Police
10. "Doggy in the Window" - Foreigner
11. "Get Back" - The Beatles
12. "Super Freak" - Rick James
13. "The Weather's Here I Wish You Were" - The J Geils Band
14. "Head Games" - The Rolling Stones
15. "Witchy Woman" - Eagles

Students learn takeovers first-hand

By Guido Sangria

Plans concerning the new co-ed dormitory are suddenly being changed. A new proposal is underway with an agreement between the undergraduate School of Business and Accountancy and the residence life staff. The agreement states that the dorm will move into the new dormitory, which will be appropriately named DeLorean Dormitory.

Sophomores, junior and senior accounting and business majors will live in the new dorm, and non-majors taking a course can live in a guest room for one semester. As requested by the dean of the school Thomas Jailor, the layout of the 256 person dorm must be carefully planned. Dean Jailor said, "Two-thirds of the dorm will be set aside for those who wimp out and change to a liberal arts major."

Dean Jailor's enthusiasm was obvious to this reporter. "I think this is a wonderful idea. We want to load these students with as much work and credits as possible - they will enjoy living right next to their classrooms. We will move our libraries and of course my computers into the dorm so students will feel obligated to work as much as possible. I love competition!"

The business and accounting faculty will serve as residence advisors and the secretary, Miss Kitty, will be the house mother. Assistant Dean of Residence Life Shannon Clown remarked, "Heck, now I don't have to worry about problems there. Those professors rule with an iron fist-they will be perfect RA!"

Dean Jailor felt that by implementing this new concept, he could raise the credit requirement for the majors to 160, which will allow the student
effect was rejected, however, as being too straight-laced and conservative. One comment was "It would reek of Southern Baptism!"

To honor the increase in female undergraduates the sign will be highlighted in fuschia and turquoise, two of this season's top fashion colors. This decision was made upon the advice of the interior decorating staff of "Motel 5." The women's studies group agreed with the strategy.
New film features old Kermie

President Kermit Tern Jr. previewed the newest major motion picture release in Winston-Salem last night. The movie, titled "Tern Becomes President," was made from footage filmed during the coronation of Tern as President of Winston-Salem State University.

Tern, traditionally known as "Kermie" or "Rib-it" to the student body, said, "The film was very good. Unfortunately they didn't film my best side, so I look as though I should be living in a swamp."

Musical highlights of the film included the coronation anthem, "The Lecture of Recreation," by university composer Dan Flockear. The movie vividly recreated the moment when the combined Lake Forest Choirs screamed in perfect harmony so boffy that bangs flew wildly across Waitaminute Chapel.

The wide screen of DeSambil Auditorium practically glowed when the wide face of Winston-Salem Mayor Wade Correll extended his greeting to Tern. His indistinguishable tones and lazy lipped diction earned him a place in the hearts of the audience. As Correll said, "uh mmmm uum hush."

Special guest Uter Jimmy R. Punt sat behind the podium in Waitaminute Chapel and exchanged glances with Tern while former President Jimmy Railligh Tails totally ignored his royal presence.

The opening and closing of the coronation extravaganza was colorfully emphasized by the credits in bold white print focused over the "Parade of Penguins" entering and exiting Waitaminute Chapel.

"The Coronation: Tern Becomes President" is a highlight of the sequatchia-galumphing coronations. Plans are being made to cancel the Sound and Fury show to show the movie on the Quad. Until this is arranged, the Collage Moonie movies have been cancelled and "The Coronation" will be shown at 7 and 9 p.m. evernight.

Chipmunk Punk: Funk the skunk

by Kenneth Koerner

The Chipmunks, a band out of Burbank, California, are definitely one of the best cover groups to come to the forefront of the music scene. Their precise instrumentation and unique vocals give them a sense of musical class that rivals the superiority of Frank Zappa and V.K. "The Chipmunk's "Chipmunk Punk" album well exemplifies the band's move into a higher realm of excellence.

"Chipmunk Punk" is a beautifully designed, mixed slower songs with more energetic numbers. The album opens with a fast paced version of The Cars' "Let's Go," and then surcises through a first side which includes two Knack songs and a smooth version of Tom Petty's "Refugee."

The perfectly produced flip side begins with the Chipmunks doing their rendition of Blondie's "Call Me. " The second and third songs are slower, and more melodic and better suited for the stirring vocals that accompany them. The record ends with a bang as the Chipmunks kick out "My Sharona."

Alvin, Theodore and Simon do an excellent job on this album. Their musical expertise is well illustrated by the hands they choose to cover. Every song is perfectly orchestrated and wonderfully mixed.

As the perennial bad boy of the band, "lets his mischievous energy flow on guitar parts that could easily match those of accomplished guitarist. Simon's bass riffs and Theodore's drum parts perfectly imitate the parts of the original artist.

All three chipmunks contribute vocals. Each vocal section comes away sounding strong and sometimes better than the initial version. The vocals on "My Sharona" are especially well pitched and well toned. In fact, the Chipmunks show better than most vocalists. The Chipmunks' fresh approach to vocals makes each song come alive.

Even the album cover extends the idea of the Chipmunks' expertise by seeming overly modest. The front cover portrays a modest photo, open to the band against a plain brick wall with Simon's bass resting against a trash can. Alvin hogs the back cover, taking up the space with a photograph of him in action with his favorite guitar.

The Chipmunks bring a new definition to the idea of cover bands, as they powerfully recreate exciting songs.

April Fools Sale
No Fooling
Special Group of Assorted Colors T-Shirts
$1.00
Monday - Wednesday Only
At the Deacon Shop "on the Campus"

★ Great Subs
★ Homemade Soups
★ New York Style Pizza

And now...
Happy Hour Prices on Draft Beer!
-All night, everynight, 5 p.m. till closing-

45¢ Glass 2.25 Pitcher

Coors is here!
Samplers
2951 NORTH CHERRY STREET
724-7549

We're Proud To Be Deacon Fans
The real problem

Alcohol abuse has reigned as the popular subject for discussion within the Lake Forest administration all year. However, the administrators have overlooked a much more serious problem: caffeine abuse.

With the recent problems arising on campus from caffeine abuse, it would appear that the time has come to install, yes, you guessed it, a Caffeine Task Force! There can be no doubt that diet colas, coffee and caffeine pills are now taking the place of that old party stalwart—beer.

One Gele fraternity member said last week, "We now go through up to five kegs of coffee at a party.

"Several students say that they cannot stay up for two nights straight, with their sleeping substituted by a caffeine overdose. Correct doses of caffeine, along with breathalizers for suspicious-looking students, will be available in the Pit and Snack Pit, and eventually in all the fraternity lounges.

Through education we can perhaps slow the growth of this popular form of escapism. Additional solutions to the problem of caffeine are education and the process of making education a pre-requisite for admission to the university."

Standing with Gall

I'm appalled by what a liberal rag the OG&B has become. Every week I read up to my pit darkness and I read you "billion-dollar-th'ous" predatory tirades supporting breads, darkies, homos, wet-backs, and comin' from them. Don't you teach you good ole American values like bigotry, prejudice, and military intervention anymore? Or have all those poison ivy-league pricks in the GOB washed brainwashed you?

You're always criticizing President Reagan and Senator Jusla Helmeheads, but I never see you attacking any of the hangovers, students now miss class because of caffeine crashes."

In an interview this week Lake Forest president Hermit Tarx Jr. said he realizes caffeine is a problem. "The problem of alcohol has met its match. After studying the philosophers Hegel and Kant on this very subject, I believe that caffeine may be the hidden problem— the Atari drug."

Students also need to learn that they can't stay up for two nights straight, with their sleeping substituted by a caffeine overdose. Correct doses of caffeine, along with breathalizers for suspicious-looking students, will be available in the Pit and Snack Pit, and eventually in all the fraternity lounges.

Through education we can perhaps slow the growth of this popular form of escapism. Additional solutions to the problem of caffeine education fail, including raising the age to 21 for consumption of any caffeine at all and limiting consumption wherever the caffeine is distributed.

The Soviet Union is not an "Evil Empire" as President Reagan claims it to be. Root of what the hawks are calling Soviet aggression is really an overpopulation problem. After all the Jews settled in the good land in Siberia and built their ski chalets, the Soviets had no other choice but to turn to Vietnam and Afghanistan because there is no room for more warmongers.

I promise that this is my last ad copy of communism and the nuclear freeze—until next week. My departments agree with the professor's as I'm urging the administration to make my class a pre-requisite in order to protect impressionable minds from all those hard-core warmongers.
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The letters written by professor Dov Atari and his student minions reveal the type of attitude that caused Wilt Chamberlain and the Los Angeles Lakers to lose the 1973 NBA Championship. Although Wilt was great he got slack and wiped out in the big game.

When I was in Germany I met a raged old man lying on a street corner looking depressed. I walked up to him and said “Why are you sad?” Of course I spoke fluent German. The old man looked at me and said, “You are an American.” I don’t know how he ever figured out that. He then told me never to stop standing up in America because it was a great place. Then I gave him some money and he went off to the liquor store at the corner. Ever since that incident I have done my best to serve my country. I will never forget the words of the old man.

Europeans know the Commies better than we do. At least that’s what my sister the very dear and close friend of my family, Ambassador Clooney, tells me. Therefore we have to be careful about our European allies. They are in NATO, but you never know when they will freak out and join the Commies. Half of Germany is already Commie, who knows when the other half will also turn red.

We have to build a strong empire of our own. We can call it the “Good Empire.” Then the real issues will be clear to the whole world. If we are the Good Empire and the Commies are the Evil Empire then we will win. Good always wins in the end, even Darth Vader became a good guy. The whole world will be on our side because everyone wants to be good and win. Several of our friends in the Third World already understand this. Argentina, El Salvador, the Philippines, and Israel (sorry Atari) are all little Darth Vaders that have joined the good side of the force.

My brothers at the frat house (whom I love dearly and have made me the man that I am) all agree with me. They always say, Oz—you’re the great American hero. Fraternities are a sign of the strength of America. Anyone who wants to reduce the power of fraternities is really trying to sap the awesome nuclear force of American defence.

I know that I have given you a loose analysis but I think it is true. Bill Belthuckle summed up my view last week on his show “Bowling Lane” when he said, “The one thing George Plimpton and I agree on is that there is nothing more beautiful than a Nantucket sunset.”

Civilian Watchtower

---

THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
And ALPINE BEVERAGE

Are Sponsoring A

Pick-Up Service

If you go beyond your limits, please don’t drive.

“Phone Home”

For drivers who feel they have “Gone beyond their limits” Call 761-5591 or 761-5000 between 9:00 PM and legal closing time Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. Additional information available at the information desk.
Looks approves coliseum

After many long years of waiting, the athletic department has finally approved plans for a new coliseum. The coliseum was approved this morning by athletic director Mean Looks and should be completed by tonight.

The new facility will be named the Mean Looks Memorial Coliseum, or Gene's Gym for short.

The Coliseum will cost approximately one billion dollars. Looks said the athletic department would bear the burden of the cost, by cutting fat out of the budget.

"Unfortunately, this means we will have to cut out women's basketball, track, cross-country, golf, tennis, field hockey and soccer," Looks said. "This will result in savings of at least $300 a year."

Looks said no coaches would be fired as a result of this decision, however: "They will simply be placed in another position. My gym, I mean the university's gym, will need lots of ushers and ticket takers."

He did admit to this intrepid reporter that the coaches' salaries would probably have to be increased. "Good ticket takers are hard to find," he said.

The rest of the $999,000,000 will come from an increase in tuition. Looks said he had submitted a plan to the treasurer's office that would raise tuition to $100,000 annually.

That proposal will have to be approved by the chancellor's office, the faculty athletic committee, the trustee athletic committee, the athletic council, the institutional planning committee, the Board of Trustees, one student and Spike.

Looks said the proposal should have no trouble clearing the committees. "Let's be honest," he said. "Everybody knows those committees don't do a thing except to try to make you think they really run this university!" He was asked with an evil grin.

In a related matter, University president Kermit "Termites" Jones Jr. announced the hiring of a new vice president of tuition increases. "This was a very necessary position, and one that we must have if we are to continue to increase tuition every year," the Prez said. He also said an annex would have to be built on the bell tower to accommodate the new vice president.

The coliseum will be built on land now known as Blaunde Gardens. "There was just too much intervisitation in the gardens for the good of the university, so that seemed like the logical place to put it," Termites said.

Looks said the decision was made to keep students from complaining about the long ride to the Gardens. He did admit, however, that students might complain about the lack of tickets.

Only 100 student tickets will be allotted in the 50,000 seat arena. "We have to insure seats to all of our great alumni and supporters who made the dream possible," Looks said. "Not financially of course, but just by being there."

"Yes, I do expect students to complain about the ticket shortage. They can always find something to fuss about," he said. "But they have to remember, our primary concern in this matter was the students. We did not think they would mind a few less tickets if they did not get to drive to Greensboro."

The manager of the Winlasm Coliseum said he was happy to see the university building it's own coliseum and not returning to his broken down gym. He was trying for years to get that team out of here, he said. "We can make much more money on golf wrestling and auto shows."

He added the coliseum would not miss the $19,900 rent Lake Forest paid for each game.

Several Lake Forest basketball players were contacted about their reactions to the new coliseum. "It's way better than Winlasm Coliseum or Greensboro," center Keenan Pecson said. "Too bad I won't be there to enjoy it. I am sorry to see the gardens go though."

Others at Lake Forest are also said to see the gardens destroyed. They have decided to take Square K's plans for a massive all-in in the gardens this afternoon.

Looks said this would make no difference, the bulldozer would proceed despite any protestors. "I don't mind shedding any blood, sweat or tears for this, as long as it's not mine of course."

---

Senior and Graduates

SPECIAL OFFER

Modern Chevrolet

offers Special financing for College Seniors and Graduate Students.

- No credit necessary
- Low down payment
- Low finance rate

For information Call:
Hal Tudor or Rick Terry
722-4181

---

Classifieds

To L.W., G.G., and M.M., thanks for a good year. I love you, C.C.

Conversation? Fun! Friendship?

Dumpy it now. I've got it all. Call me. I'm Everywhere.

Hey L.C., QJQ in and see ya. Try again next Friday.

Older SWN desires company of young SWN to enjoy some avowed fillings with fatly liver.

Do you deserveicom? Janet Tipp Rippet in his nose to eat sherry and see on the WFI Carolyn. Call CAL today.

Young man desires young woman with strong desire for fun. For rent by the hour or day. Call Bert.

We have the LOWEST Airfare to Europe
Call Campus Travel Toll Free: 800-243-5000

SWM desires company of young SWN to enjoy some avowed fillings with fatly liver.

SUMMER SALES POSITION - Average earnings $7200. Sell Yellow Pages Advertising for WFI and UNCG Campus Telephone Directories. Spend 5 weeks in Greensboro and 5 weeks in Winston-Salem. Our necessity. No summer school students. Lodging paid, food not. Must be neat and white in Greensboro. Qualified students should call University Directories for information and application. More information by March 31. Ask for Barbara Meadick.

Place your classified ads Tuesday from 2:00 - 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. in Old Gold & Black office - Rey. 208 or call Chet Cagle 761-5279
Terrorists attack Spirits

Anti-athletic department terrorists claimed responsibility this morning for the bombing of a plane carrying Beacon Spirits to St. Louis.

The statement was made in a phone call to this intrepid reporter at the Obsessed Gossip and Blasphemy office. The caller said simply "we do it," and identified himself as the leader of the anti-athletic department terrorist group, (AADTG).

Police and rescue workers were still cleaning up the bloody carnage this morning that killed all 600 spirits aboard. Lake Forest police chief Alton Thrillkill said the plane blew up when a bomb, disguised as a black and gold finger pom-pom, exploded as the plane was preparing to take off.

Thrillkill said there was no doubt the bombing was the work of the AADTG. "They're a bloody lot. They will go to any extreme to see that their goals are accomplished," he said.

The AADTG had formed several years ago to protest the athletic department's insensitivity to student concerns. The group became more and more militant following decisions such as the move to Greensboro.

When the Beacon Spirits club was formed earlier this year, the AADTG decided to wage all out war to prevent the club from cheering the basketball team on to victory.

The AADTG had to go underground when athletic director Mean Looks ordered Thrillkill to send out execution squads to kill anyone caught without a pom-pom at the basketball games.

Looks said in a prepared statement that "while the incident was unfortunate, the plane was heavily insured, so there was no real harm done." He added that the insurance money would probably be used to build a new athletic dorm next year.

As to the loss of 600 lives, Looks stated, "No, it's not really too bad, after all basketball season was almost over and we wouldn't have had them afterwards anyway."

Lake Forest president Kermit Tern Jr. announced he has taken several steps to insure the perpetrators are apprehended. "I have appointed a new vice president for terrorists and student concerns," Tern said. "Also I have told the director of housing to place terrorists on low priority housing."

Tern said the task of notifying the Spirits' families had been turned over to the registrar's office.

Registrar Margo Leary said the notices would be sent out in May in place of final grades. "Instead of a parent opening up the letter and seeing that their son—daughter made an 'F' in History of the South, they will see that their son—daughter croaked back in March," Leary explained.

She said the delay in sending out the notices was requested by the Treasurer's Office.

"Final payments will be due before the notices are sent and this office just wants to make sure we receive our money before the parents find out their kids will not be back next year," treasurer I. Screw Yu said. "Of course, we still refund all the tuition if the parents request it, after we take out a $3,000 handling and service fee."

Director of Housing Cuming Ed announced that the housing office would look very poorly on Beacon Spirits who did not check out of their dorms before leaving. "The housing contract is for the entire year, and you just can't up and leave without signing out and following the proper procedure for room check-out."

He added that guilty parties would be placed on low-priority housing next year. "With all the Beacon Spirits and the Terrorists out, we should have lots of dorm space next year," he said. "We may not even have to build new, New dorm."

Looks vowed not to give into the terrorist's demands that all the home Lake Forest basketball games be returned to the Winslam Coliseum. "We will not give into the demands of terrorists, or students either for that matter, as long as I reign."

When pressed on the matter by our intrepid reporter, Looks shoved him into a cess pool and was whisked away by members of the athletic department secret service unit.

In yet another phone call to the OGB& office, a spokesperson for the AADTG promised his group would not give up either.

"The athletic department can screw us in any way they want to—bad seats at Greensboro, home football games at Clemson, long bus rides, anything, it doesn't matter; we intend to fight for what is right—free games in Winslam or give us death."

Looks has requested that the Beacon Spirits contribute money to the athletic department in lieu of flowers. "They would have wanted it that way," he said, "and plus it's tax deductible."
Be a part of the Celebration

All Week Long

April 7 - 15

Activities will include:

- North vs. South water balloon battle
- Campus skate
- Roving mimes
- Steel drums & Student Bands
- Ice cream and popcorn
- Computer portraits

And so much more!!!

Can you endure???